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A

ctor, writer and former pupil Ralf Little, who left Bolton School in 1998,
returned to his alma mater to deliver a humorous and instructive 45th Tillotson
Lecture. Entitling the presentation “Reflecting on a 20 Year Career in the Arts” or “Ralf
Little’s Unimportant Opinions”, he oﬀered the audience of pupils, parents, teachers
and the local community a series of life-hacks which he wished he had been told
when he was a young man. Cleverly intertwining key moments in his life with 22
nuggets of advice, Ralf delivered an open and honest reflection on his findings so far.
Addressing “the elephant in the room of who am I?” he explained that those aged
over 40 might recall him from the tv programme The Royle Family; those under 40
years of age from tv’s Two Pints of Lager and a Packet of Crisps; and for anyone
under 25, well tv is like a long YouTube clip!
He took the audience back to the beginning recalling how he came through Bolton
School’s Infant and Junior Schools before moving up to Senior School and making
his way with a local drama group in his hometown of Bury. Aged 13 he landed a role
in Sloggers, a tv programme about a cricket team, much to the amusement of his
classmates. This led him into life lesson number one – what people at school think
about you does not matter! Ralf still felt indebted to the School’s Headmaster of the
time, Mr Alan Wright, for letting him take time oﬀ to pursue his acting and at the time
was determined to work hard to repay the trust that had been placed in him. He
proved himself a bright and capable pupil, acquiring 4 A*s and 7 As at GCSE. This
was his second piece of advice – always keep your word and then people will believe
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in you. Acting was still a hobby for him as he moved on to take A

Ralf also charted some of his learnings from social media. Facebook

levels in Chemistry, Maths, Biology and Physics and he still had

he said is for parents and Twitter is for arguments but remember,

every intention of becoming a doctor. By his own admission,

wherever you post, what you say is there for life. Two years ago he

something went a bit awry at A level, spending too much time

recalled sending an injudicious Tweet and instantly regretted it and

playing football and focusing on extra-curricular activities and he

deleted it but it had already been re-tweeted 150 times! He told the

made a mess of his mocks, failing everything. Shortly afterwards he

audience that the best way to eﬀectively delete a Tweet is before you

received his “big break” and needed to be out of School for 12

press send. Despite the regret over the tweet he has also come to

weeks to film the Royle Family. This fed into his next piece of advice

realise that you should always stay positive as things pass. His next

– own your mistakes for you will make them! He again praised the

piece of advice, as he referenced his recent Twitter spat with Health

extraordinary Head at the time who supported him, saying the

Secretary Jeremy Hunt, was don’t be afraid to state your convictions

School was about preparing rounded, unique individuals for the

but choose your words carefully. He recapped how he had tweeted

world not just academics and if acting would make you a better

questioning Jeremy Hunt’s figures on mental health after his

person then you should do it. Suddenly Ralf’s life changed from

appearance on the Andrew Marr Show. He was surprised to get a

getting up at 7.00am and waiting for the Ainsworth bus at the Bull’s

response and end up in a Twitter row but said his challenge still

Head to bring him to school to getting up at 5.30am to have a black

remains on the table to have an on-air debate on Channel 4 News

cab pick him up and take him to Granada Studios. This prompted

with Jeremy Hunt, medical professionals and fact-checkers. If the

more advice – choosing the right path is hard but never be afraid to

meeting comes about he said he will be thoroughly prepared “like

take a risk. He also surmised that happiness is diﬀerent to everyone

you would expect a Bolton School boy to be”; he also said he had

and “is where you find it”. When opportunity arrives, grab it he told

inside knowledge as his younger brother is a doctor.

the audience but, also, have a back-up plan! Having filmed the Royle
Family, the schedulers did not air it until later that year and Ralf
progressed to study Medicine at the University of Manchester. Three
days into his studies and the Royle Family broke and it was an
instant hit which resulted in him attending 4 or 5 auditions a week,
which proved costly as he travelled up and down to London on a

Earlier in the day, Ralf spent time with pupils discussing how to
juggle academic studies with other interests, delivering a
masterclass to aspiring actors on the diﬀerences between stage, tv
and film acting and playing badminton with some of the School’s star
players.

student’s grant. Excusing himself from lessons proved awkward as

The Tillotson Lecture, which is open to the general public, has

he was surrounded by doctors who wanted to know what the matter

attracted many eminent speakers over the years including Sir Ian

was with him! Life advice from this situation was sometimes you

McKellen, Lord Coe and Sir Philip Craven and Michael Portillo MP.

have to be fearless but don’t string people along!
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Year 8 enjoy the
Rheinland Trip

Year 8 enjoy the Rheinland Trip

O

nce again, October Half Term saw over a third of Year 8 heading for the
Rheinland, accompanied by Senior Boys and members of staﬀ. The programme of
activities provides learning about the local and national German history, culture
and geography, as well as the introduction of new vocabulary and idiom. Built into
the six day trip are plenty of opportunities for letting oﬀ steam in visits to a
waterpark and an outdoor toboggan run, as well as playing football and, perhaps
the highlight, two nights on board a P&O North Sea Ferry. Visits to Heidelberg,
Koblenz, Aachen, Rüdesheim and Cologne give the boys time for shopping as well
as sightseeing. This year we celebrated twenty years of staying at the Hotel
Colonius in Sankt Goarshausen and we look forward to many more to come.
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Holocaust Art Project Reflects Power of Words

N

ineteen pupils from Years 8 to 13 have taken part in an art
project to remember the victims and survivors of the Holocaust.
They worked with visiting Holocaust art educator Caroline Slifkin
in a session funded by The Holocaust Educational Trust.

Students’ creative responses will form part of Bolton School’s
display at Bolton’s Holocaust Memorial on 24 January, which
students have been invited to attend.
This is the third time a Holocaust art project has been run at
Bolton School.

The theme for Holocaust Memorial Day 2018 is ‘the power of
words’. Pupils first looked at art created by Holocaust survivors
and victims: these works express experiences of suﬀering, but
also of building lives afterwards. The boys then used Holocaust
victims’ and survivors’ work and imagery as inspiration to create
their own powerful and moving pieces of memorial artwork.
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M

r. Paul Fernside, Head of Sport and Master in Charge of Rugby, travelled
to Twickenham to attend the recent England v Argentina International as a guest of
Mitsubushi and the RFU.
He had been nominated to receive an award from the Mitsubishi Motors Volunteer
Recognition Programme for his contributions to Rugby Union.
He was put forward by John Morgan, who said: “Paul Fernside has made an
enormous contribution to Lancashire Schools rugby over the last two decades. As
Head of Sport at Bolton School, Paul has overseen the development of Rugby at
the school providing opportunities for many boys to play against the strongest
rugby playing schools in the North of England each week. He has also helped
develop rugby in the local schools, regularly providing support and facilities for
them to play at Bolton School. His valuable influence also extends to Lancashire
Schools where he held the role of Chairman for four years, and was responsible for
running the County inter schools cup competitions for many years.”
Mr. Fernside said that it was a great honour to represent the school on the day,
and he was delighted to combine watching England beating Argentina with
receiving his award after the nomination from his county.
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S

enior Boys at Bolton School – with some help from
the Girls’ Division - demonstrated the breadth and depth
of their musical talent at this year’s uplifting Autumn
Concert held in the School’s Great Hall. Mr. Forgrieve’s
well-rehearsed Drum Corps and Tuned Percussion
Ensemble opened the evening in fine style with rousing
renditions of Doldrums Knot and Crazy For You;
performances which bookmarked the School’s Joint
Senior Concert Band’s masterly playing of West Side
Story Selection and Sing, Sing, Sing and an impromptu
encore of Born To Be Wild, directed by Miss Sherry.
The School’s Brass Group oﬀered up arresting renderings
of Bon Jovi’s Livin’ On A Prayer and Noel Gallagher’s
Don’t Look Back In Anger before Mrs. Hughes-Williams
led them through a tight and joyous playing of Tequila.
The Ukulele Ensemble, a perennial favourite, impressed
with their interpretations of Hotel California and, putting
everyone in the Festive mood, Have Yourself A Merry
Little Christmas. Mr. Bleasdale expertly guided the Senior
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Guitar Group through the classics, Girl (Lennon/McCartney) and
Eric Clapton’s Layla.

Our House. A delighted audience spilled out into the dark
Autumnal evening awed by the talents of the musicians and with
souls replenished.

The Joint Chamber Choir, conducted by Mrs. Whitmore and Mr.
Ainscough, brought heavenly voices to the evening with
accomplished recitals of The Cloths Of Heaven and Keane’s
Somewhere Only We Know. The Classical Guitar Quartet oﬀered
up exquisite renditions of Canarios and Contradanza, before the
Bolton School Jazz Band, directed by Mr. Spooner, rocked the
concert with Basin Street Blues and Mercy, Mercy, Mercy.
The Grand Finale was provided by the whole of Year 8, directed
by Miss Sherry and Mrs. Whitmore, who sang wonderfully
uplifting versions of Riptide, Rhythm Of The Night and Madness’s
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T

he Chamber Choir is entering the Barnardo’s National Choral Competition. A
recording session is booked for after half term and the choir has been rehearsing
the two contrasting pieces which they will record for their entry.
The choir is entering the senior age category, for young people aged 12 to 18. Just
six senior choirs will be chosen to perform in the finals, which will be held at
London’s Royal Festival Hall on 12 March 2018. This prestigious venue, at the
heart of the Southbank Centre complex, is one of the world’s leading performance
venues and will also play host to an evening concert featuring all of the twenty-four
junior and senior choirs selected for the finals. Each choir will sing one of their
competition pieces as well as joining in two massed choir items.
First and second place will be awarded in each age category. The two winning
choirs will be invited to sing in one of the Barnardo’s 2018 Young Supporters
Concerts, and Douglas Coombes MBE has oﬀered to write a song for the two
winning choirs.
The National Choral Competition is a wonderful and exciting opportunity for the
talented young singers in the Chamber Choir.
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D

r. Holland presided over a powerful whole
school Remembrance Assembly, which paid
particular tribute to the ten former Bolton School
pupils who lost their lives in the Third Battle of
Ypres or, as it is commonly known,
Passchendaele, which came to an end 100 years
ago today. He explained that at the time it was
regarded as an ambitious but necessary action as
the British Commander Haig was determined to
neutralise the German submarine bases on the
north-east Belgian coast and the U-boats that
threatened the British supply lines. The 105 day
battle, synonymous with the First World War, saw
500,000 casualties on both sides and the sheer
scale of artillery deployed far eclipsed that of the
Somme. Virtually no family in Britain was left
untouched by the conflict. The boys learnt that
apart from the Germans, the Allies battled
atrocious wet weather and trench foot became
endemic. They were directed to the photographs
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of Frank Hurley and Paul Nash paintings, which depict the horror
and brutality of the battle.
Mr. Hughes read Hedd Wyn’s Rhyfel (War) poem in Welsh and
English as a mark of tribute to the 38th (Welsh) Division who
suﬀered heavy losses in the struggle. Hedd Wyn himself was
killed on the first day of Passchendaele.
Dr. Eric McPherson’s book ‘Remembered With Honour’ traces the
lives and deaths of all Bolton School Old Boys who made the
ultimate sacrifice in War. As a special guest at the assembly, Dr.
McPherson listened to Year 10 boys who read out tributes from

was struck by a shell, although he had at least six injuries he
managed to crawl away and was picked up and taken to the
32nd Casualty Clearing Station at Brandhoek where he died on 4
August 1917. His words in a letter he wrote just days before his
death summed up the sacrifice made by so many, “Duty called
and duty must be obeyed.”
After a reflective and well-observed moment of silence, a piper
from the Shree Muktajeevan Swamibapa Pipe Band played whilst
boys processed out of the Great Hall and laid wreaths on the
Memorial Staircase.

his book to the ten Old Boys who lost their lives in the battle.
Dr. Holland reminded the assembly that there were many tales of
heroism at Passchendaele and special mention was made of two
poets, Ellis Evans and Francis Lewidge, who both lost their lives
on the first day of the battle. More Victoria Crosses were handed
out for actions on the first day of Passchendaele than any other
day in the War and a remarkable 61 Victoria Crosses were handed
out to combatants over the course of the campaign. One
particular inspiring story was that of Captain Noel Chavasse, a
medical oﬃcer, who became the only man to win two Victoria
Crosses in the First World War, the first in 1916, the second
posthumously in 1917. On the first evening of Passchendaele,
Chavasse was wounded, but under heavy fire and in appalling
weather, he continued to search no man’s land to attend to the
wounded. On 2 August, while taking a rest at his first-aid post, it
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A

group of languages students from Bolton School’s Sixth
Form attended the North Schools’ Modern Languages Debating
Competition held at Cheadle Hulme School. They debated a
variety of challenging motions entirely in a foreign language.

“Both Divisions entered teams to the Spanish competition, with
Siddarth Nandalan and Ryan Thakrar competing for the Boys’
Division. Despite some excellent debating, both teams narrowly
missed out on the semi-finals, having faced last year’s
competition winners Altrincham Girls’ in the group stages.”

Year 13 student Sam Warburton, who was on the German team,

However, it was the German team of Sam Warburton and Joe

reports:

Smith who enjoyed the greatest success on the night. They
progressed to the semi-finals, where they defeated strong

“Our French team was made up of competition veterans Tom

competition from Stockport Grammar, and then had just fifteen

Paterson and Sam Bowden. Tom and Sam won their first debate

minutes to prepare an argument in favour of the motion

on the topic of ‘The world was better before the Internet’, but

‘Everyone should carry a weapon’ for the final. Following a

were narrowly beaten in their second debate and so just missed

closely fought debate, the Boys’ Division German team were

out on the semi-finals.

declared the winners of the German Debating Competition!

“Once again, two teams from the Boys’ Division competed

In conclusion, Sam said, “I would like to thank Mrs. Cotton and

against two teams from Manchester Grammar in the extremely

Mr. Robson for coordinating our entry and especially all of the

competitive Russian category. Luke Cavanaugh and Ben Sykes

Language Assistants for their support both in preparation stages

won one of their debates, whilst Tom Ryder and Tom Stephenson

and throughout the night. None of our teams would have been as

narrowly lost both of their debates. Therefore Manchester

successful if not for the tireless eﬀorts of these individuals.”

Grammar was, once again, victorious in the overall Russian
competition.
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T

he Sir Rhys Davies Mock Trial Competition gives students an
opportunity to practise the skills associated with courts of law in an
authentic setting, presided over by bona fide court judges. This year,
the venue was Crown Square in Manchester and, for the first time in
recent years, Bolton School Boys and Girls fielded two separate teams:
Sam Warburton, Bilal Asghar, Joseph Abram and Mohammed
Patel donned wigs and gowns to act as barristers; Sammy Gatenby,
Nicholas Clark, Stewart Knights and James Stevens wore crazy
costumes as the witnesses to the trial, including Harry Houdini and an
alleged tax-evader called Jamie Dodger; and Uzair YaqubSyed dressed smart as the court clerk. The boys won two of their three
trials, narrowly missing out on a place in the final and being placed
third in the competition overall - joint with Bolton School Girls.
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Success in Year 7 Gymnatics Final

C

ontestants in this year’s Year 7 Gymnastics Final at Bolton
School Boys’ Division exhibited some of the most impressive
balances and travelling movements in recent years. Eight boys
competed against one another in a dramatic final played out in front
of the whole year group and their teachers.
The PE staﬀ judging the competition were given a tough task as each
pupil performed their six movements and balances in a number of
almost flawless routines. The eventual winner was Kevin Longthorne,
who was given one of the oldest cups in the School, with the
competition having run for over 100 years. Mr. Coﬀey handed out
second prize to Tom Griﬃths and the bronze medal to James Bowie.
All boys received a certificate for making it to the final.
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L

ast year’s Battle of the Bands competition raised a total of £1,000, which has
been donated to Trust Music. The charity aims to break down barriers standing in
the way of musical opportunity to allow all children equal access to music,
regardless of their background or circumstances.
Patricia Tremayne, a Trustee of Trust Music, visited Bolton School to receive the
cheque on behalf of the charity. It was presented by Mr. Bleasdale, Head of Music,
and the 2017 Battle of the Bands winner, the Parallel Oreos: Adam Critchlow, Jay
Harland, Hassaan Hussain and George Morgan. All four members of the band are
now in their final year at Bolton School, and very much looking forward to
competing in this year’s Battle of the Bands.
Patricia said: “The Trustees of Trust Music would like to thank Bolton School for
their generous donation. Last year the charity was successful in being awarded a
catalyst evolve grant from the Arts Council which means that this donation can be
match funded and doubled up from the grant.
“Trust Music believes in the power of music and supports children who cannot
aﬀord to pay for lessons and instruments, as well as supporting music projects in
deprived areas of the town where there is low access and take up of music. Trust
Music provides a fund which allows children on free school meals to attend Bolton
Music Service evening bands, choirs and orchestras free of charge. The charity will
use the donation received to support this fund.”
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F

ive teams of Year 12 students congregated in the Arts Centre for the final of
the annual Business Challenge. These teams’ ideas were selected as the cream
of the crop from the business plans pitched on Business Challenge Day. Students
had just a week to refine their varied concepts and perfect their presentations in
preparation for the final, where they had to present their idea once again in front
of a panel of judges in a Dragons’ Den style pitching battle to see which business
was worthy of receiving funding.
The judging panel this year was made up of three governors, all with extensive
entrepreneurial experience: Michael Griﬃths, Helen Critchlow and Karen Diggle.
All of the teams answered searching finance questions from the judges. They also
clarified issues such as development costs and details around prototyping, as
well as questions specific to their business ideas and presentations.
On behalf of the judges, Mr. Griﬃths complimented all of the groups on their
brilliant presentations and ideas, and encouraged all of the Sixth Form students
to continue with any entrepreneurial ambitions they might have.
In second place was Leads: Khadijah Ali, Joe Brooks, Amelia Bolton, Lewis
Dixon, Kiersten Keogh, Grace Palmer, Manu Panasa and Matthew Schaﬀel. They
were oﬀering a ‘brighter, better and greener future’ with their app which is
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designed to unify electric car charging companies. They explained
that, at the moment, there are
many diﬀerent electric car charging stations, all requiring their own app
and subscription fee to use: Leads would oﬀer a subscription to all of
these within one app, for a lower cost than the individual
subscriptions.
Winning the competition overall was Caterplastic: Edward Bailey, Sam
Brennan, Ben Gidman-Knowles, Alex Jones, Aasiyah Shaikh and Noah
Smart. Their idea to use wax worms to recycle plastic from households
in an environmentally friendly way. This business concept was based
on research done earlier this year, which discovered that wax worms
are capable of decomposing plastic. They put forward their plan to reuse brown field sites, such as disused mills, and sell the by-product of
the process to make anti-freeze and polyethylene using partnerships
with other companies. The judges were impressed by an idea which
would help to alleviate a major world ecological problem.
All of the finalists received prizes, and the Caterplastic team was
presented with the Business Challenge trophy at the end of the
evening.
The Business Challenge competition showcases pupils’ teamwork and
presentation skills while also allowing them to hone their time
management and a host of other entrepreneurial talents.
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Under 13s into National Semi-Final of Football Cup
strike from Joe Irving. This was followed by a thunderbolt of a
strike from the outstanding Captain Joel Burgess to give the
keeper no chance.
The second half resumed in much the same vein with Bolton
dominating possession with some breath-taking football. The
game was put to bed with a neat right foot volley from Z/ayyan
Asghar to make it 3-1 after some excellent wing play. Stockport
didn’t give up and kept going until the end, rattling the post with a
low drive, but Bolton rubbed salt into the wound by going up the
other end and putting the ball in the back of the net through Carlo
Fisher to make it 4-1.

A

fter a stunning 4-2 comeback in the last round of the
national Independent Schools' Football Association (ISFA) Cup
against St. Bede’s, a school from Manchester, a chance for Bolton
School Boys’ Division to proceed to the last four of the
competition presented itself with a diﬃcult tie against Stockport
Grammar.
It was Stockport who got oﬀ to an excellent start in the quarter-

“I’m very proud and absolutely delighted with the lads’
performance and attitude in coming from behind in the last two
rounds and turning things around, showing great team spirit and
determination. They thoroughly deserve to go through to the latter
stages of this competition as the last team from the north after
exhibiting some fantastic football and finishing,” Head of PE and
Under 13 Coach Mr. Johnson said.

final, taking the lead after 10 minutes with a 30 yard chip to catch

Bolton will now play an away tie against Lochinver House School,

the keeper oﬀ his line. Bolton responded superbly and quickly

situated in North London, in the semi-final on Tuesday 16th

levelled things up after only a few minutes with an opportunist

January 2018 at 11.00 am.
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Trevor Pledger wins Lifetime Achievement Award

M

r. Trevor Pledger, former teacher and Director of Partnerships at Bolton
School Boys’ Division, has won the Lifetime Achievement Award at the Bolton
News Schools Awards for his life-long dedication to young people’s sport.
He first joined the Boys’ Division 1986 and was asked to “improve water polo”. 31
years on, he retired content in the knowledge that he achieved this and so much
more: the School won all national age group water polo titles for the third year in a
row in 2017, and former pupils hold a string of international caps!
During Mr Pledger’s career, the School produced over 40 youth/junior water polo
internationals and nine full internationals, including three girl youth/juniors and one
senior woman. He was also instrumental in developing the Outdoor Learning
programme, the use of adventure learning centre Patterdale Hall, outdoor pursuits
as part of the games curriculum, and the ski trip. He moved on to the role of
Director of Sport and, since 2009, Director of Partnerships and has done much to
move along the many and various partnerships between the School and the local
community, including the nationally recognised Bolton Sports Alliance. Outside of
school, as a volunteer, Trevor has oﬃciated on the play zone of four European, two
Commonwealth and the London Olympic Games as well as being a table oﬃcial
for a European Championship. He is also former President of English Schools’
Swimming Association and current Chairman and Lead Delegate at World
Schools’ Games Swimming in Doha.
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Christmas Chemistry Lecture from RSC

B

olton School has once again hosted two Royal Society of
Chemistry (RSC) Christmas Lectures. These annual events allow pupils
to experience a series of exciting chemistry experiments live on stage.
Over 1,050 pupils from schools across Greater Manchester, including
Year 9 pupils from the Boys’ and Girls’ Divisions, attended this year.
The experiments were conducted by Dr. Steve Rossington, Lecturer in
Physical Organic Chemistry at the University of Salford, who guided
pupils through the varied wonders of chemistry. The display included
many diﬀerent flashes and bangs, with explanations of the science
behind every reaction.
Dr. Rossington cooled an inflated balloon using liquid nitrogen and
then let it warm up to room temperature again to give a visual
demonstration of Charles’s Law, and showed Boyle’s Law by placing a
partially-inflated balloon in a vacuum and watching it expand. He went
on to demonstrate how sound waves cannot travel through a vacuum
by calling upon a volunteer from the audience to play some music
through a speaker and then placing this inside the vacuum, silencing
the music.
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Liquid nitrogen was also used to create bright blue liquid oxygen,
and pupils were interested to learn some of its unusual
properties, such as the fact that it is magnetic. By pouring liquid
oxygen on biscuits and then igniting them, the energy contained
within the food was released in a huge burst of flame. There was
a similarly dramatic reaction when nitrous oxide, or laughing gas,
was mixed with carbon disulphide in a long tube and then ignited,
producing a bright blue flame and a loud ‘whoosh’, and leaving
the tube coated in sulphur. The ‘whoosh bottle’ demonstration
using ethanol was also very exciting.
There were numerous opportunities to showcase the explosive
powers of hydrogen. Dr. Rossington popped hydrogen-filled
balloons with a much louder bang than the helium variety. The
propulsive powers of this highly reactive element were also
revealed: as the experiments drew to a close he fired hydrogenpowered bottle-rockets across the Boys’ Division Great Hall,
much to the delight of the audience.
These were just a few of the fascinating chemical reactions which
featured in the RSC’s Christmas Lecture and pupils were excited
to see what was going to happen next throughout the
presentation. They were able to not only see chemistry in action,
but also learn about the science behind the spectacle.
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Sixth Formers’ Help for Anthony Nolan

D

ozens of Sixth Form boys and girls at Bolton School showed their caring
and charitable nature over lunch when they signed up to the Anthony Nolan stem
cell register in the Riley Sixth Form Centre. Seventy-two Year 13 boys signed up to
the register last academic year and this time it was the turn of Year 12 boys and
girls to put themselves forward to be potential stem cell and bone marrow
donors.
Dylan Feingold, Head of the students’ Charities Committee in the Boys’ Division,
was one of the first boys to sign up and explains how the process works: “Once
you have given a swab and filled a form out, Anthony Nolan will then register you
on their database. In the future, if your DNA is compatible with someone who is ill
with blood cancer or a blood disorder, they will pair you up with them. Stem cells,
which can help them get better, can be given through either blood transfusions or
bone marrow. To sign up you need to be healthy and between 16-30 years of age.
It’s important work and I am delighted to see so many other students signing up.”
Anthony Nolan exists to save the lives of people with blood cancer and blood
disorders. Every day, they match up donors of blood stem cells or bone marrow
with people who desperately need lifesaving transplants.
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Lancashire Call Up for Morgan
Morgan Skeels-Caldwell from Year 13 has seen his dedication and hard
work pay oﬀ rewarded with a call-up to the Lancashire RFU Under 18s’
team.
Taking his position as flanker in the back row and performing two
turnovers, Morgan helped Lancashire overcome local rivals Yorkshire in a
15-5 win played out at Bishop Burton College. In the build up to the fixture,
Lancashire had trained hard and Morgan reflected: “I worked hard to stand
out at the trials and was delighted to be picked for Lancashire. Last week,
we trained intensively and there were a few late nights, but it was worth
putting in those hours. I was not nervous before the match, but was very
focused. The match was hard work, but I really enjoyed it.”
Next up are Cumbria in a couple of weeks’ time.
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B

olton School has been shortlisted for the Times Educational Supplement
(TES) Whole School Community Initiative Award in recognition for its work with The
Bolton Sports Alliance. The winner will be announced at the Independent School
Awards ceremony at The Grosvenor House Hotel, London on 8 February 2018.
Below is the entry that was posted earlier in the year:
In response to continuing cut-backs of sport provision from the local council,
Bolton School collaborated with three long-standing partners and charitable nonprofit organisations, Bolton Wanderers FC Community Trust, the Lancashire
Outdoor Activities Initiative and the Bolton Lads and Girls Club to form the Bolton
Sports Alliance (BSA). Launched at Bolton School by Olympic gymnast Beth
Tweddle in 2015, the Alliance aims to provide high quality sport and physical
education for the primary schools of Bolton using recognised local deliverers. The
University of Bolton has recently become the fifth strategic partner in the alliance.
Keith Branagan, former Bolton Wanderers’ goalkeeper and Football Coach at
Bolton School is the PE Programme Manager within the Alliance and is charged
with the responsibility of finding a solution for local primary schools’ PE and
sporting needs. This may mean coordinating an individual school’s entire PE
programme or providing expertise over a shorter timeframe in a specific sport or
activity such as cricket (Bolton School is an MCC hub centre), basketball,
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gymnastics, athletics, hockey, dance, netball and virtually any

days and, over the past eight years, has been enjoyed by over

other sport as well as outdoor activities – or it might mean helping

10,000 girls and boys aged 7-11 years. Bolton School Sixth

set up a club for a school in a particular sport.

Formers help with the running of this event, refereeing,

The Alliance orchestrates a network of associate partners which
include Total Gym, Total Swim, Leigh Centurions RL Community
Trust, Real PE, Bolton Arena, Imoves and Premier Sport. When a
local primary school requires sporting provision they can be

stewarding and acting as runners between matches. Pupils are
also involved when the School hosts its hugely popular annual
Sports Festival for local Year 5 and 6 children and other events
such as town cross country and swimming championships.

confident that BSA has already vetted providers and will be able

The BSA also oﬀers CPD for PE teachers from a national provider

to provide quality practitioners with appropriate national

called Create Development who provide all the necessary

governing body qualifications and full verified DBS clearance.

resources for the Early Years’ Foundation Stage, KS1 and KS2 in

Schools can utilise their Primary Sports Premium in the

line with the National Curriculum.

knowledge that the BSA PE Programme is being led by PE and
School Sport Professionals with over 25 years’ experience in the
field.
The BSA has access to outstanding facilities, including Bolton
Lads and Girls Club, Bolton Wanderers’ Academy, The Anderton
Centre, Total Fitness swimming pool and Bolton School. Each
programme of activity is tailored to a school and meets OFSTED
requirements as laid out in the Section 5 Framework. The BSA PE
Programme is a not-for-profit model with all surplus being reinvested into young people and schools.
Besides bespoke solutions, the Alliance, working with the School
Games’ Organisers, also coordinates some hugely popular mass
participation events, exemplified by Bolton School’s hosting of its
annual Football Festival, which sees 140 teams compete over two
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